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QUESTION 1

Universal Containers (UC) wants to create a do-it-yourself site for its existing and prospective customers. The site will
contain articles, belong manuals, and FAQs. Users will be able to ask questions and answer other users\\' questions on
the site. 

Which two Experience Cloud features should UC focus on as it starts building out the site? Choose 2 answers 

A. Public Site Connect 

B. Document Library Model (DLM) 

C. Guest user and public access settings 

D. Content Delivery Network 

Correct Answer: CD 

 

QUESTION 2

Bloomington Caregivers (BC) intends to launch a company-wide project to create personalized experiences for its
providers, vendors installers, and patients. BC\\'s business processes and workflow flow industry standards and
common practices, mostly driven by compliance and regulatory mandates. 

What should BC closely into during the evaluation phase? 

A. Lightning Bolt solutions 

B. Community Connect 

C. Digital Experience framework 

D. SDLC (Software Developer Life Cycle) for Experiences 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 3

Cloud Kicks (CK) has built a site using Salesforce Experience Builder. The CTO of CK wants to give customers the
ability to log in to the site using their Google credentials. CK also wants to access customers\\' basic Google profile data
when they log in so the company can serve content that matches customers\\' interests. 

Mow should the Experience Cloud consultant implement this? 

A. Set up a login flow for communities that accepts the customers\\' Google credentials and matches with the
credentials stored on the user records in Salesforce. 

B. Create a custom self-registration page and a custom login page by using Visualforce and Apex controllers. 

C. Create an Authentication Provider by choosing Google as the provider type and add relevant parameters to access
the customers\\' basic profile data. 
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D. Create a custom login page using Lightning components and use the Google REST API to access customers\\' basic
profile data. 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 4

Dreamscape flowers is looking to launch a public site for its current customers and prospects. 

Which three actions are performed automatically when a site is created Expense Cloud? Choose 3 answers 

A. Creation of a guest role 

B. Creation of moderation criteria that are applied only to guest users 

C. Creation of a guest profile 

D. Creation of sharing mechanisms that are available only to guest users 

E. Creation of a guest user record 

Correct Answer: CDE 

 

 

QUESTION 5

Universal Containers (UC) has a B2C customer department that uses person accounts to track and manage all B?C
customers. UC has set up a B2C site using Salesforce Experience Cloud. The VP of B?C business wants to enable self-
registration on the portal so customers can create their own user accounts. 

What should the Experience Cloud consultant at UC recommend so that the new users self-registering on the B2C site
are captured as person accounts In Salesforce? 

A. Create a custom self-registration page and Apex handler that creates a person account for each user self-registering
on the portal. 

B. Use the standard self registration configuration under Experience Workspace and leave the default Account field
empty. 

C. Use the standard self-registration configuration under Experience Workspace that assigns users to a default
business account, and then build a trigger on Account to create person accounts for each user. 

D. A Restrict the Account record type access to Person Account record type only for the Site Guest User, so any
account created is by default a person account. 

Correct Answer: D 
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